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Car of Tomorrow - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Car_of_Tomorrow
On January 11, 2006, NASCAR revealed the Car of Tomorrow, also referred to as the
"Car of the Future" during its development, after a five-year design program sparked
mainly by the death of Dale Earnhardt Sr. in a final-lap â€¦

Generation 6 · Design · Testing · Implementation · Debut

Car of Tomorrow - Stock Car Racing Wiki
stockcarracing.wikia.com/wiki/Car_of_Tomorrow
The Car of Tomorrow is an upcoming car body style for NASCAR's Sprint Cup. On
January 12, 2006, NASCAR announced a universal car named "Car of Tomorrow" or
(COT for short) after a five-year design program sparked by Dale Earnhardts crash during
the 2001 Daytona 500.
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Car of Tomorrow
The Car of Tomorrow is
the common name
used for the chassis
that accompanies the
Monster Energy
NASCAR Cup Series
and Xfinity Series race
cars. The car was part

of a five-year project to create a safer
vehicle following several deaths in
competition, particularly the 2001 crash that
took the life of Dale Earnhardt.
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Category: Auto racing
Headquarters: Daytona Beach, â€¦

Sport: Stock car racing
Founded: February 21, 1948; 70 years ago
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The NASCAR Car of Tomorrow Specs - â€¦
www.racelinecentral.com/CarofTomorrow.htm
The Car of Tomorrow is a car body style for NASCAR's NEXTEL Cup. stocking up: The
new design of the Nextel Cup's "car of tomorrow," like this Dodge Avenger unveiled at the
2008 Detroit auto show, will eventually yield safer, â€¦

Inside NASCAR's Car of Tomorrow : Automotive Design ...
https://www.adandp.media/articles/inside-nascar's-car-of-tomorrow
Even though NASCAR engineers have been working on the Car of Tomorrow for more
than six years, the decision to gain input from the vehicle OEMs did not take root until
2005, when both sides had to endure the grueling process of meshing mass-market
vehicle design with purpose-built race car thinking.

NASCAR's Controversial Car of Tomorrow, Here Today
https://www.popularmechanics.com/cars/a1380/4212811
According to NASCAR communications director Kerry Tharp: "From the very beginning of
this project, the Car of Tomorrow has been all about improving driver safety." The new
vehicle is, essentially, a big crash-survival cocoon. Outliving the Car. The new race car is
larger than its predecessor, leaving more space around the driver.

Robotic Chassis Welding for NASCARâ€™s "Car of
Tomorrow"
https://www.fanucamerica.com/.../welding_chassis_of_NASCAR_car
A FANUC ARC Mate 120iB welding robot was used to weld the chassis for
NASCARââ‚¬â„¢s Car of Tomorrow - A universal car design by NASCAR for its Sprint
Cup Series - In this industrial robot welding application case study.

Nascar -- The Car of Tomorrow - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ga5RSI4UbZM

Aug 28, 2007 · http://www.blacktree.tv Nascar Nextel Cup
Chase.... Jeff Bodine discusses the Car of Tomorrow On
January 12, 2006, NASCAR announced a universal car…
named "Car of Tomorrow" (or "COT" for short) after a
seven-year design â€¦

Author: BlackTree TV
Views: 29K

Diversifying NASCAR - asme.org
https://www.asme.org/.../articles/diversity/diversifying-nascar
Several young women are now enjoying success as drivers and crew members in the
National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing. One of them is Tiffany Daniels.

NASCAR - With "Gen 6" cars upon us, a look back at ...
www.espn.com/racing/nascar/.../id/8848213/nascar-gen-6-cars...cup-cars
But NASCAR rose to the pinnacle of its popularity not because of those cars, but in spite
of those cars. The new fans were just hungry for something different in sports, some
beatin' and bangin' and risk-takin', regardless of design or brand identification.

NASCAR - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASCAR
Beginning in 2010, the Nationwide cars adapted somewhat to the current "Car of
Tomorrow" (or COT) design used by Cup cars, with different bodies from the Cup Series.
In 2016, the Chase format was extended to both the Xfinity and Truck Series.

History · Sanctioned series · Driver safety · Criticism · Global expansion

NASCAR Car of Tomorrow Concept - Hot Rod Network
www.hotrod.com/articles/ctrp-0712-nascar-cot-concept
All of that has come to a grinding halt with the unveiling and implementation of the Car of
Tomorrow. With the testing and racing in select events in 2007, the teams and NASCAR
have decided to go full-time with the COT for the â€™08 season.

NASCAR - The Car of Tomorrow should be buried, and
â€¦
www.espn.com/.../story/_/id/8950107/nascar-car-tomorrow-buried-praised
The Car of Tomorrow -- Gen 5, ... Senior writer for ESPN The Magazine and ESPN ...
NASCAR's new Generation 6 cars hit the track for the first time during a genuine ...
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